
With 135 years of expertise in supplying vehicle hardware, 
Albert Jagger has established a longstanding presence in the 
trailer industry. Collaborating with design engineers, we offer 
a remarkable selection of products that greatly improve the 
safety, usability, and efficiency of trailers.

Whether you’re constructing a new trailer or seeking replacement 
parts, our extensive range of high-quality trailer fittings and 
components has everything you require. Our products are 
meticulously designed to prioritise quality and dependability.
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The versatility of our hardware make it compatible with trailers 
of various sizes. As essential components, our products play a 
vital role in ensuring the safe and efficient operation of a variety 
of trailers, delivering exceptional value for money and reliability 
that customers can depend on. 

Adhesives & Sealants
For bonding in trailer applications, a range of industry-standard adhesives 
and sealants is indispensable. Our wide range of polyurethanes, silicones 
and MS polymers are designed specifically to endure the demanding
conditions, ensuring optimal performance and reliability in every project. 

Antiluce Fasteners™
Providing secure and stable connections, Antiluce Fasteners™ prevent 
unwanted movement or rattling during transportation. They ensure a safe 
and smooth towing experience by reducing noise, vibration, and the
risk of damage. 

Fasteners
Our comprehensive range of fasteners for trailers, encompasses a variety 
of options including overcentre catches and ramp fasteners. Designed to 
provide secure and efficient fixing, ensuring safe and hassle-free loading 
and unloading operations for a wide range of trailer applications.

Cargo Control
Our wide range of products offer versatile and reliable solutions to secure 
and manage cargo during transportation. From ratchet straps to lashing 
rings, these products ensure proper load distribution, preventing shifting or 
damage while on the move.

Door Hardware
Our range of door hardware include everything from hinges to bar
retainers in a variety of materials including stainless steel and plastic.
Designed to hold doors firmly in place, we know we can deliver our
promise to supply only the highest quality products.

Safety Equipment
To ensure the safety of individuals involved in transportation, our range 
of safety products for trailers includes a diverse selection such as wheel 
chocks, first aid kits, fire extinguishers and ventilators.

Sealing Profiles
Our sealing profiles encompass a variety of products, including door seals 
and edge trims, providing effective safeguarding against potential harm 
caused by sharp edges on panels        and doors.

Safe Assist
Safe Assist is heavy-duty ramp door assist designed to enhance safety 
and ease during trailer operations, promoting safer towing experiences. 

Handles, Locks & Latches
We stock a large range of interior and exterior handles, locks and latches 
for the trailer industry. From traditional budget locks to modernised com-
pression latches, securing doors and lockers whilst on the move has never 
been easier.

Ironwork
Our commitment to excellence in the trailer market is evident in our 
extensive selection of ironwork. As industry leaders, we continuously strive 
to meet the evolving needs of our customers, ensuring our range remains 
cutting-edge.

Lighting
Our LED lighting products stand out in terms of quality and dependability, 
backed by comprehensive warranties ranging from 2 years to a lifetime, 
whilst complying with ECE/EMC regulations. Can be supplied with Certifi-
cates of Conformity to support Whole Vehicle Type Approval legislation.
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Design & Rapid Prototyping

To strive to be the best is just part of our ethos at 
Albert Jagger, we use the latest technologies to aid our 
designers so that we can develop the next generation of 
hardware and components. We use rapid prototyping so that 
we can see our developing designs and improve on them.

Manufacturing

As part of the process to ensure that we supply our 
customers with flexibility, versatility and diversity we 
have our own in-house manufacturing department. As 
the market leaders in our industry, we don’t just supply 
parts, we design and manufacture them too.

ISO 9001 Quality

We at Albert Jagger Limited recognise the need to focus on 
customer satisfaction and that means not only meeting their 
expectations but exceeding them. One of our key objectives 
is to continually strive to improve quality of both 
product and service. To achieve this we maintain quality 
management system compliant with ISO 9001: 2015.

Customer Service

Our future depends on the success of our customers 
that is why we like to take a long term view to building 
relationships whilst delivering an unrivalled service and 
inspiring trust and confidence. With 130 years of history, 
we wouldn’t be in the position we are if we hadn’t
looked after and listened to our customers.
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